1. CSS CHAIR – Motion Carried
Be it resolved that CSS nominate Mr. C. Van Abbema as the CSS Chair for 2006-07.

2. NEW ATHLETIC FACILITY – Motion Carried
Be it resolved that the feasibility, student interest and costs associated with developing a new Athletic and Recreation Complex at UTSC be investigated.

Be it further resolved that this investigation be undertaken in partnership with all interested student groups as well as other UTSC administration with a view of providing a preliminary proposal to the council no later than January 2007.

Be it further resolved that a Steering Committee of five members be struck, composed of at least one member of CSS, the SCAA, Student Affairs and the Physical Education & Athletics department.

3. COSS Rep – Motion Carried
Be it resolved that CSS elect Mr. R. Wulkan as the COSS Rep for 2006-07.

4. ENHANCEMENT FUND PROPOSALS – Motion Carried
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500 for the Cultural Affairs Music of All Latitudes Concert Series
- BIRT CSS approve up to $950 for the IMSA Khushali Dinner
- BIRT CSS approve up to $250 for the Tsunami Memorial Gallery
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1200 for the EMRG Emergency Responders Competition
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200 for the UTAC Music & Arts Competition
- BIRT CSS approve up to $2000 for the IMANI Caribbean Cultural Conference
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500 for the Dignitas AIDS Jeopardy Challenge
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500 for the China Development Conference
- BIRT CSS approve up to $150 for the CMA Film Showcasing
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1000 for the LSSU Career Research Event
- BIRT CSS approve up to $5000 for the GSAS Seminar Series
- BIRT CSS approve up to $3250 for the SAA Culture Show
- BIRT CSS approve up to $2500 for the MESA Theatre Production

5. ENHANCEMENT FUND SUB-COMMITTEE – Motion Carried
BIRT that the Enhancement Fund Sub-Committee meet to revise the Enhancement Fund Guidelines prior to the next CSS Meeting.
6. ENHANCEMENT FUND PROPOSALS – Motion Carried

- BIRT CSS approve up to $1000 for Dignitas Race for Dignity
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1,500 for OPUS Relay for Life.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500 for Equity, Diversity, and Anti-Oppression workshops
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1,500 for Dragon Boat Club Pool Rental Costs
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200 for Chemistry Aid Centre for promotion of centre to students
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1,500 for Five minutes to Midnight Technology Project
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1,000 for the Scarborough Fair Publication
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1,200 for SCCR Low Power FM Broadcast application.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200 for the EPSA promotion.
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1000 for the Organized Sound UTSC Album Project
- BIRT CSS approve up to $750 for Islamic Awareness Week
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1,000 for the Students Against Global AIDS “Know your Status” project
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200 LSSU Faculty event
- BIRT CSS approve up to $200 for the Thaqalayn Muslim’s Students Association for the 5th annual March Event for speaker honourariums.

7. ATHLETICS STEERING COMMITTEE REPORT – Motion Carried

Whereas the CSS Athletics Facility Steering Committee has not had sufficient time to gather the necessary information;

Whereas the 2006-2007 academic year is coming to an end, and that the composition of the committee includes executive members of student associations which will be concluding their terms in office;

BIRT CSS recommend that the Athletics Facility Steering Committee be similarly formed as a working group of CSS at the start of the 2007-2008 academic year

8. ENHANCEMENT FUND PROPOSALS – Motion Carried

- BIRT CSS approve up to $200 for Peter Young’s Volunteer Photographer project
- BIRT CSS approve up to $600 for SHADO DSA Orientation Activities
- BIRT CSS approve up to $400 for SCSU Tri-campus Charity event
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1120 for Scarborough Fair Publication
- BIRT CSS approve up to $500 for MESA LIVE Conference
- BIRT CSS approve up to $1400 for 2nd annual Unbounded show by ASA & CSN